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PA-4983  Amplifier modules 
 
In our continuing search of most modern components we found exactly the right Chip Amplifier we were 
looking for in an ultimate attempt to make a very good sounding, yet small Amplifier module for a 
reasonable price.  
 
With 10Wrms @ 4 ohms of High-End sound quality, a reasonable sound level can be reached. 
 
Imagine, a true class-A Amplifier with extremely linear Mosfets in the power stage, on a PCB with a size of 
just 80x38mm. 
 
 

Introduction 
In order to make a true difference compared to the already available amp modules, we use the most state of 
the art single-channel Power Amplifier chip we could find. So, we use the CS6A4983, a 10 pole power SIP 
made by CANAAN Semiconductor. This chip is recommended by CANAAN as Pro Audio driver, etc. 
 

Compared to all the other single chip amplifiers we are aware of, this chip is something different, f.e.: 
- Minimum of extra components required 
- Integrated high output Mosfet stages 
- Full independent operation 
- Current driven class A 
- Dynamic bias circuitry 
- Totally free from crossover distortion 
- Extremely high sound quality 
- Short circuit proof 
- Capacitor free signal path (while using DC inputs) 

 
 

Of course, beside this technical info, you also want  
some nice figures (Canaan data Jan. 2016): 

- Frequency range   15-80.000Hz 
- Harmonic distortion  0,0032 %   
- Voltage Swing   Vd – 1V 
- Slew Rate    13 V/uS  
- Pulse capability   5A 
- Power Supply Rejection Ratio 80 dB   
- Symmetrical Power Supply  +/- 11V   (+/-  2,5 – 12V) 
- Output load   4-8 Ohms 
- Output power   10 Wrms @ 4 ohms (@ +/- 10V) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture soon 
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Versions 
We made two different module versions with this high performance CANAAN CS6A4983 amplifier chip: 
 

 

 
*Resistor values are asked for at Canaan office, so they could change! 

PA-4983, the most basic and compact version.     80x38x25mm. 
 

With this version we recommend to use a power supply having some  
capacitance on board, like our PS-FL18/10S  or PS-715/10S 

Together they even fit in a MODU Galaxy  124x170x40mm cabinet. 
 

While using two in stereo mode, face them to the side walls.  
Doing so, we recommend to use our PS-FL30/10S or PS-725/10S power supply module. 

Then a 124x230x40mm casing will JUST fit. 280x80 fits and looks better. 
Another idea is to use a wider cabinet, and mount the power supply in the middle,  

while both modules are mounted to the side walls.. 
 
 

 
PA-4983ps where just a suitable (>15VA, 2x7V) transformer has to be connected.    80x48x35mm. 

Even two will fit in about any cabinet with a suitable (30VA, 2x7V) transformer. 
We believe that f.e. the MODU 1NGX183 would be nice. 

 
Basically, both are the same; there is just a difference in the capacity of the power supply capacitors.  
The PA-4983ps also has a rectifier circuit on board, so with that one just have to connect a transformer. 
 

Check our MODU cabinets program for a nice cabinet to fit.  
We also sell high quality other components, like transformers, connectors, cable, etc. 

 
By the way: we use PANASONIC FR-series electrolytic capacitors with a lifecycle of at least  
10.000 hours/105ºC  instead of the cheap 2000 hours/85ºC  versions about everybody else uses. 
Also, we use BOURNS metal strip shunt resistors to do the current measurement, instead of inductive 
wirewound resistors. All other resistors are 1% Metal Oxide types. 

 

These designs are copyrighted  
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Construction examples: 
 

 PA-4983ps + transformer                            PA-4983 + PS7 Power Supply 
 

PA-4983ps just needs a suitable transformer, 
2x7V, preferably 30VA for optimal results. 
 
This setup can even fit in about the smallest MODU 
Galaxy cabinets, 124x170x80mm.  
 
 
The PA-4983 module at right side, needs a fully 
equipped power supply, feeding a stable +/- 10V to 
this amp module. 
 
While using our PS735S Power Supply module, a clean symmetrical voltage is supplied to the amp module, 
but of course you could decide for any other 10Vdc symmetrical power source. 
 
You even could decide to mount f.e. our VR-4xx Voltage Regulator board on a PS735-15S. In that case, your 
amplifier gets the cleanest, regulated power Supply voltage for even better results. 
If you want to do it the best possible way, use two power supplies in dual mono setup. 
 
This setup nicely fits in the small MODU Galaxy cabinets, 124x280x80mm.  Of course, you also could decide 
for a shorter, but wider cabinet and mount the modules left and right of the power supply. 
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